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The Leg Bracket is already installed on your 
PetStep Pool Ramp. Here are the 
instructions to complete assembly.

What’s included:
2 - pool leg brackets 
2 - pool legs 
1 -  cross brace
8 - thumb screws 

®

INSTRUCTIONS:

1.  Unfold your ramp and turn it over so that the 
underside is facing upwards. 

2. Locate the bottom end of the ramp where the 
locking leg brackets are installed onto the 
ramp. 

3. Slide the flat plate of the pool leg through the 
cutout in the bracket (from the center of the 
ramp outwards) so that the holes of the plate 
align with the three threaded inserts. 

4. You will need to wiggle the legs into the 
bracket to properly slide the legs in place 
above the threaded inserts.

5. Use six of the thumb screws to hand-tighten 
each leg to the ramp.

6. Align the cross brace with the threaded inserts 
on the pool legs. Use the remaining two thumb 
screws to secure it to the legs. 
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FINALLY, ADD THE LOCKING BRACE KIT
Place a locking brace over each side of the ramp’s hinge, using two 
thumb screws to secure each. 

Align the two screw 
inserts on either side of 
the ramp hinge with the 
outermost holes on the 
locking brace. 

After installing the pool legs and locking brace kit, your PetStep ramp is ready to go in the pool! 
One person can put the ramp in the pool, but we recommend having someone else help you place 
the ramp. Lift the ramp up from the ground and flip it so that the top of the ramp is facing 
upwards and the pool legs downwards. Place the ramp in your pool, pool legs first. Position the 
ramp as needed to ensure that the rubber grips on the top of the ramp are resting on the edge of 
your pool. Initially, your ramp may float in your pool. Once the legs fill with water, your pool ramp 
will have a stable base and will be ready to use.

Now your pup can enjoy the pool! 

Place the locking brace 
with the U-channel facing 
downwards over the screw 
inserts. Use two thumb 
screws to secure it. 

Repeat the previous two 
steps to secure the 
second locking brace to 
the other side of the ramp 
hinge. 


